Creative Writing
2018-2019

Instructor: Monika Lambert
Class Time: Thursdays, 1:05 - 2:00 p.m.
Room: 102

615.589.5624
mrslambert413@gmail.com
www.mrsmlambert.weebly.com

Quarter One

Lesson One
BORING BOXES - descriptive writing

Lesson Two
STATE OF BEING - character traits and types

Lesson Three
CHARACTER RECIPES - character profiles and development

Lesson Four
ACTIONS SPEAK LOUDER THAN WORDS - action tags and gestures

Lesson Five
I HAVE A VOICE - point of view

Lesson Six
CHANGE YOUR POINT OF VIEW - point of view cont.

Lesson Seven
SETTING - setting, mood, and tone

Lesson Eight
TREASURE HUNT - descriptive settings

Quarter Two

Lesson One
IT'S GETTING JUICY - plot lines

Lesson Two
CONFLICTS IN LITERATURE - master plots

Lesson Three
PLOTS FROM A HAT - story improvisation

Lesson Four
SENSORY WRITING - music

Lesson Five
SENSORY WRITING - visual

Lesson Six
PROOFREADING - parts of speech

Lesson Seven
BRAINSTORMING - outline short stories

Lesson Eight
MIDTERM - test, story cubes
Quarter Three

**Lesson One**  
SHORT STORY UNIT - intro, expectations, character profiles, plot lines

**Lesson Two**  
WRITING DIALOGUE - dialogue tags, comic strips

**Lesson Three**  
WHAT'S IN A NAME - titling a story

**Lesson Four**  
PEER EDITING pt1 - writing process

**Lesson Five**  
CREATIVE WRITING EQUATIONS - story development

**Lesson Six**  
PEER EDITING pt2 - ch 1-4

**Lesson Seven**  
WHO AM I - author biographies

**Lesson Eight**  
QUARTER FINAL - story cubes

Quarter Four

**Lesson One**  
POETRY UNIT - pajama journals, vocab terms

**Lesson Two**  
ACROSTIC, SCRIBBLE, NUMBERS - poems

**Lesson Three**  
CINQUAIN, CLERIHEW, PLACE-SOUND - poems

**Lesson Four**  
RHYME SCHEME, 7-WORD, REPETITION, QUATRAIN - poems

**Lesson Five**  
OBSERVATION, QUESTIONS, VERB VERSE - poems

**Lesson Six**  
FREE VERSE, CONVERSATION, LIST - poems

**Lesson Seven**  
HAIKU, SENSORY, DIAMONTE - poems

**Lesson Eight**  
QUARTER FINAL - performance showcase